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Organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices hold a great deal of promise for the emerging
solar market. However, to unlock this promise it is necessary to understand how they
generate free charges. Here, we analyze the energetics and charge delocalization of the
interfacial charges in poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) / [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid
methyl ester (PCBM) and poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) / PCBM devices.
We find in the PPV system that the interface does not produce molecular disorder, but
that an interfacial electric field is formed upon the inclusion of environmental polar-
ization that promotes charge separation. In contrast, the P3HT system shows a signif-
icant driving force for charge separation due to interfacial disorder confining the hole.
However, this feature is overpowered by the polarization of the electronic environment,
which generates a field inhibiting charge separation. In the two systems studied herein,
electrostatic effects dominate charge separation, overpowering interfacially-induced dis-
order. This suggests that when balancing polymeric order with electrostratic effects,
the latter should take priority.
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Introduction
Photovoltaic materials show great promise in helping us overcome challenges in power gen-
eration, having played an increasingly important role in the energy market over the last
decade.1,2 Organic photovoltaic (OPV) technology in particular has attracted research at-
tention in the past few decades due to its superior tunability and higher theoretical efficiency
compared to traditional silicon-based solar cells. In recent years, efficiencies in excess of 10%
have been achieved.2–4 However, improvement is necessary if OPVs are to compete with
silicon.5 To effect this improvement we need a better understanding of how OPVs operate
on the molecular level.
In solar cells employing inorganic semiconductors, absorption of photons generates weakly-
bound charge carriers due to the large dielectric constant of the medium.6 However, OPVs
have a much smaller dielectric constant, thus the electron and hole are coulombically bound
together as they cannot be screened enough to separate - this forms an exciton. In order to
generate charge carriers in these systems a driving force must be produced to separate the
exciton. One common device structure, the bulk heterojunction (BHJ), induces separation
using an interface between two different materials, usually a polymeric electron-donor phase
that is thought to host most of the excitons and a fullerene-based electron-acceptor phase.7
Because exciton diffusion lengths in OPVs are short, it is necessary to have the interface near
to where the excitons are generated.8,9 Due to this constraint, BHJs are constructed with
the two domains interpenetrating one another in order to maximize the interfacial surface
area and provide excitons with the shortest possible path for charge separation.10 At the
interface between the materials, the highest occupied molecular orbital of the donor and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of the acceptor have different energies.7 This difference
drives the exciton to separate into charges and determines the open circuit voltage of the
OPV device.11 Simple calculations of the binding energy of the charge-transfer (CT) state at
the interface suggest that charge separation requires around 0.2 - 0.3 eV, a prohibitively high
barrier at room temperature.12 Despite this problem, experiments show near-unity interfacial
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charge separation efficiencies in many OPVs.13–15
Figure 1: Schematic representing current state of studies on interfacial hole states in polymer-
fullerene BHJ devices. The upper left diagram represents the hole state of an ordered
polymer in vacuo. Some studies have investigated and elaborated on the role of the electronic
environment near the interface (top right).16–18 Others have examined disorder of the polymer
chain and how that impacts the energetics and spatial extent of the hole state (bottom
left).19,20 Herein, we examine both in a realistic system in order to evaluate how the two
balance one another (bottom right).
We wish to address here the mystery over why charges separate at interfaces, which
has generated controversy in the field. Some have suggested that this may be explained
by invoking ‘hot’ high-energy CT states, in which excess energy from the charge-transfer
process is used to overcome the charge binding energy.21–23 Ab initio calculations testing
this hypothesis show that an electronically and vibrationally excited ’hot’ CT state can
indeed undergo facile interfacial charge separation.24,25 However, to date there is mixed
experimental evidence for the necessity of ’hot’ states. There is evidence that a larger donor-
acceptor offset is correlated with more efficient charge separation,23,26,27 suggesting that the
energy released by the charge transfer event effects charge separation. Recent work has shown
that one can directly probe optically-accessible CT states and found that for these states,
the charge separation efficiency is independent of excitation energy.18,28–31 That is, ’hot’ CT
states and ’cold’ CT states are equally efficient at dissociating. Others have criticized this
interpretation, pointing out that these optically-excited CT states have not fully relaxed and
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Figure 2: Images of the interfaces of (a) PPV/PCBM and (b) P3H PCBM and their dihedral
angle distributions, (c) and (d) respectively. The dihedral angle distributions are separated
based on their distance from the PCBM interface - red for the closest layers, purple for the
farthest.
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that this polaronic stabilization energy is substantial.32
Generally speaking, there are two broad theoretical explanations for the apparent ’cold’
CT state separation. The first posits that the electrostatic properties of the interface cause
the band structures of the donor and acceptor molecules to bend such that there exists an
energetic gradient that separates the charges. Various mechanisms have been suggested: the
dielectric mismatch of the organic semiconductors;17,18 poor packing of molecules near the
interface;19,20 and the presence of a static electric field near the interface.16
The second explanation focuses on the role of delocalization of the charges in the charge-
separated state.18,33,34 Due to the polymeric nature of the donor, the hole state can delocalize
quite easily, decreasing its coulombic interaction with the electron and reducing the hole-
electron binding energy.12,17,19 Other studies have implicated delocalization of the electron
across multiple fullerene units in the acceptor phase.32,35,36
To understand the band structure near the interface, it is desirable to perform electronic
structure calculations on representative systems. Unfortunately, BHJs are very disordered
near the interface, and the exact nature of this disorder has a large impact on the performance
of the device.37,38 Because of this, it is necessary to sample an ensemble of physically realistic
states, mandating the use of molecular dynamics (MD). Previous studies have used MD to
generate states for simulating the band structure of P3HT, but have not examined the
combined effects of disorder and electronic polarization.39,40
Herein, we build on previous work suggesting that electronic polarization effects are
important by incorporating Drude particles into our MD simulation and analyzing their
impact on the interfacial electronic states.20,41,42 Our simulations include both realistic dis-
order in the molecular structures and the impact of the variable electrostatic environment
near the interface, as summarized in Figure 1. We find that these polarization effects are
necessary to reproduce the experimental band gap for the bulk species and have a sub-
stantial effect on the band structure near the interface. To probe the effect of disorder on
charge carrier delocalization and band gaps, we examine interfaces with a relatively crys-
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talline donor phase (poly(p-phenylene vinylene, PPV) and a relatively amorphous donor
phase (poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl), P3HT). We find that in PPV there is indeed little
interfacial disorder, and that the interfacial band structure is dominated by a static electric
field generated upon the inclusion of polarization effects. P3HT shows interfacial disorder-
induced localization that promotes charge separation, but the effect is overpowered once
electronic polarization effects are included. Taken together, these results imply that elec-
tronic polarization should take precedence over polymeric ordering when rationally designing
the interfacial band structure of BHJ devices.
Computational Details
We examine two systems here: the PPV/ [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)
interface and the P3HT/PCBM interface. These two interfaces were chosen because PPV
and P3HT are both well-characterized experimentally and show contrasting degrees of crys-
tallinity,43,44 thus allowing us to probe the effect of molecular ordering on the band struc-
ture.45 There is some controversy in the literature regarding how crystallinity impacts BHJ
efficiency, as there seems to be a tradeoff where increased crystallinity improves charge mo-
bilities but decreases interfacial charge separation.46–51 We wish to address some of the ways
that increased crystallinity may affect charge separation here.
The interfaces we model here are not perfect representations of the interfaces that ap-
pear in devices. Our simulations employ sharp interfaces between the donor and acceptor
phases. However, under some processing conditions miscibility between the donor and ac-
ceptor phases is observed and an amorphous mixed phase seems to be present.52 Another
difference is that the PPV we simulate lacks side chains, whereas experimentalists commonly
use PPV derivatized bulky side chains that substantially impact crystallinity and interfacial




The PPV-PCBM interface employed a crystalline slab of 96 PPV molecules abutting 240
PCBM molecules. Each PPV oligomer contained 14 monomer units, with the crystalline
phase arranged into 8 layers of 12 chains. The starting PPV configuration was taken from
from an experimental crystal structure54 and the force field was adapted from the work of
DuBay and coworkers,55 with point-charges taken from the central monomer of a B3LYP/6-
31G** CHELPG calculation on a trimer.
The P3HT-PCBM interface simulations were performed with 32 P3HT molecules and 240
PCBM molecules (see Figure 2). For P3HT, the crystalline phase was composed of 20-mer
chains organized into 4 layers, each consisting of 8 chains each, with the starting configuration
developed as in reference.19 We chose this polymer length because the hole polaron in P3HT
is thought to be delocalized over approximately 15 monomer units, allowing us to minimize
the finite size effect on the energies.56 The majority of the force-field terms for P3HT are
taken from previous studies,57,58 with the non-bonded terms (e.g., van der Waals terms) for
all three systems (PPV, P3HT, and PCBM) coming from an optimized potentials for liquid
simulations (OPLS) all-atom force field.59
The starting PCBM configuration came from an experimental crystal structure60 and
consisted of 240 molecules. The force field was derived from previous studies.61,62
The initial P3HT, PPV and PCBM systems were equilibrated (with independent PCBM
simulations run that had interfacial surface areas equal to each of the polymer systems). Con-
figurations were first energy minimized, followed by a 1 ns NVT simulation at 100 K, then
with a 1 ns NPT simulation at 100 K and 300 K using a 1 fs timestep, 12 Angstrom cutoff with
a potential shift for Lennard-Jones and short-range Coulombic interactions, the Berendsen
thermostat, particle mesh Ewald for the long-range electrostatics, and an anisotropic baro-
stat with relaxation times of 0.1 and 1.0 ps, respectively. The equilibrated systems were
resized to have equal surface area and aligned adjacent to one another with a 3-4 Angstrom
gap between them. An energy minimization was then performed to remove close contacts,
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followed by a 1 ns NVT run at 500 K in which the P3HT was held rigid and the PCBM
allowed to move to wet the interface. This was followed by a 1 ns NPT run at 100 K, and
finally a 5 ns NPT run at 300 K, the last 2 ns of which were used for subsequent analysis.
Snapshots from these runs were taken every 40 ps in order to decrease the correlation between
snapshots. All molecular dynamics simulations utilized Gromacs.63 Short-range interactions
used a All system visualizations were performed with VMD.64 Forcefield parameters and the
coordinates of a representative snapshot can be found in the Supporting Information (SI).
Electronic Structure Calculations
From a given MD snapshot, multiple molecules are chosen and separate quantum chemical
calculations are performed on each one. We performed the calculations while treating the
molecular environment in three ways: as absent (i.e., in vacuum); as point charges; or as
point charges with corresponding Drude particles. Calculations in vacuo for these systems
that incorporate atomistic disorder have been performed elsewhere in the literature (e.g.,
in work by Troisi19). However, treatments of the electrostatic environment have not been.
Drude particles are useful in this context because they simulate electronic polarizability,
whereas a point charge treatment alone does not respond dynamically to the electronic field
of the interrogated molecule. We shall refer to these three levels of treating the environment
as ”Vacuum”, ”Static”, and ”Polarizable”.
The Drude particles’ locations in the chemical system are described in the supporting in-
formation (SI) and their parameters were optimized to reproduce the experimental dielectric
constant. All quantum chemical calculations were performed at the LRC-wPBEh/6-31g*
level65 using QChem (version 4.1).66 This functional was chosen as it has been shown to de-
scribe the extent of delocalization in polymer chains well67,68 and employs 20% Hartree-Fock
exchange and ω = 0.2 bohr−1.
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Results and Discussion
Table 1: Calculated transport properties for PCBM, PPV, and PCBM. The ionization po-
tential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) have been calculated for the bulk phase of the three
materials and with the three environmental treatments being considered. The transition gap
(TG) is computed as EIP −EEA. Improved treatment of the environment brings theoretical
values in line with experimental values. Each value has a standard deviation of 0.05 eV.
IP (eV) EA (eV) TG (eV)
PCBM26
( = 3.9)
Vacuum 7.45 1.74 5.71
Static 6.92 2.23 4.69
Polarizable 6.25 3.43 2.82
Experimental 5.9-6.1 3.7 2.4
PPV69
( = 2.6)
Vacuum 5.73 1.75 3.98
Static 5.51 1.85 3.66
Polarizable 5.28 2.28 3.00
Experimental 4.9 2.8 2.1
P3HT26
( = 3.4)
Vacuum 5.35 1.31 4.04
Static 5.12 1.25 3.87
Polarizable 4.91 2.11 2.79
Experimental 4.8 2.2 2.6
Bulk Properties
We parameterized the Drude particles to reproduce the bulk polarizabilities of PPV, P3HT,
and PPV, as computed from the Clausius-Mossotti relation and the experimental dielectric
constants. During this procedure, we calculated the bulk ionization potential (IP), electron
affinity (EA), and transport gap (TG, EIP − EEA) for each organic semiconductor. These
results are reported in Table 1.
For all three bulk systems, inclusion of environmental polarizability drastically improves
the agreement of these quantities with their experimental values. For PCBM, Drude particles
stabilize both charged states by around 0.7-0.8 eV, consistent with the Born model solvation
energy for a charge in a spherical cavity of radius 7 Angstroms and continuum dielectric of
3.9 (0.76 eV).20,70 The two polymers display a similar behavior, but of a lesser magnitude.
For PPV and P3HT, the ionized states stabilize by only 0.3 eV and 0.4 eV respectively. Even
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Figure 3: The impact of different interfacial contexts on the band structures. A dielectric
mismatch in which the acceptor phase has a larger dielectric than the donor phase (left)
causes the bands of the donor phase to become stabilized and the bands of the acceptor
phase to become destabilized as the hole and electron become better and worse solvated,
respectively. Interfacial disorder (center) disrupts conjugation, confining and destabilizing
the hole and electron states. A static interfacial electric field (right) stabilizes the electrons
and destabilizes the holes in one domain (depicted here as the donor phase), and destabilizes
the electrons and stabilizes the holes in the other.
Figure 4: The band structures at the PPV-PBCM interface (left) and the P3HT-PCBM
interface (right) with differing treatments of the environment: as vacuum (red); static point
charges (blue); or as static point charges with Drude particles (green). In both systems,
inclusion of polarization effects dramatically changes the band structure. Each point has
been averaged from 102 calculations and has a standard deviation of 0.05 eV. The distances
are resolved by binning each molecule into a layer and using the average distance from the
interface of that layer.
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accounting for the polymeric systems’ smaller dielectric constants, a Born model calculation
would imply an unphysical cavity radius of tens of Angstroms. This suggests more forces
are relevant than simply electrostatics - namely, a delocalization pressure. That is, as the
dielectric increases, the size of the polaronic charge will tend to contract so as to maximize
the interaction with the dielectric. This contraction will increase the kinetic energy of the
hole, reducing the apparent stabilization energy. We can probe this interplay by modeling













where  is the relative dielectric of the medium, L is the diameter of the box, and µ is the
effective mass of the pseudoparticle (which accounts in an approximate way for the deviation
of the true potential from a particle in a box). At the equilibrium value of L ( 30 Angstroms
















Typical effective mass values for holes and electrons in organic polymers are around 0.2
me.
71 When we evaluate the solvation energy by subtracting the energy of the unsolvated
charge (with L = 37 Angstroms), we find stabilization energies for PPV and P3HT of 0.18
eV and 0.21 eV (these numbers are sensitive to the exact value of µ used). These values are
much closer to the numbers we computed, showing that this simple model can explain the
lower stabilization energies.
Interfacial Molecular Structure
The constructed interfaces show starkly different levels of structural disorder, as can be seen
visually in Figures 2a and 2b. In PPV the torsional angles have very tight distributions (Fig.
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2, part c), a feature which varies minimally as we approach the interface. This contrasts
dramatically with the situation for P3HT (Fig. 2, part d), where we observe a broad dihedral
distribution that separates significantly as we approach the interface. These results confirm
what can be seen by visual inspection of the two interfaces: the P3HT/PCBM interface is
more disordered than the PPV/P3HT interface. Additionally, these findings agree well with
experimental studies of these systems45 wherein PPV is known to be much more structured
than P3HT and reflects our use of PPV and P3HT as generic models of an inflexible and
flexible donor, respectively.
Interfacial Electronic Structure
We evaluated the IP/EA levels of molecules as a function of distance from the interface
in order to determine how the interface affects the energetics of charge separation (Fig.
4). Figure 3 shows how common interfacial phenomena impact the local band structure:20
a dielectric mismatch promotes the separation of one of the charged species to the bulk,
interfacial disorder disrupts conjugation, confining and destabilizing the charge carriers, and
a static interfacial electric field either works with or against separation for both charge
carriers.
Turning to the PPV-PCBM interface (Fig. 4, left), we observe that the IP and EA
levels of the polymeric donor phase are agnostic towards the interface unless we include
electronic polarization effects. This suggests both that the high degree of crystallinity of
PPV persists at the interface and that the static charge distribution of interfacial PCBM
molecules has little impact, hence, the hole levels do not change as we approach PCBM.
When we include electronic polarization effects, charge carriers in PPV display contrasting
responses to the interface, with interfacial electrons becoming stabilized and interfacial holes
relatively destabilized. This asymmetric interfacial shift (where the EA and IP levels both
go down) implies that an electric field may be induced at the interface that is preferentially
stabilizing the electron levels. We expected the dielectric mismatch between PPV ( = 2.6)
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and PCBM ( = 3.9) to stabilize the interfacial holes, but that effect appears to be negligible
in our calculations. Because holes flow ”uphill” (towards regions with lower IP), the topology
of this band structure encourages charge separation. The PCBM bands in the PPV-PCBM
interface appear to show some influence from the dielectric mismatch, with the band gap
broadening slightly, and a larger effect from the inclusion of polarization bending both levels
up.
For the P3HT-PCBM interface (Fig. 4, right), the levels without polarization effects
show a broadening of the interfacial band gap consistent with a disordered interface. This
disorder disrupts conjugation, raising the confinement energy - this lowers the interfacial EA
and raises the interfacial IP, thereby providing an energetic pressure for charge separation.
When electronic polarization effects are enabled, however, interfacial P3HT hole states are
stabilized (the IP band bends upward), which could be explained by the higher dielectric
of the acceptor phase (although the electron levels in P3HT are mostly unaffected, perhaps
due to being localized on a different part of the polymer with a different electrostatic envi-
ronment). The PCBM domain shows surprisingly non-monotonic behavior in its band levels
that resists an easy explanation. Despite this, the transport gap is decreasing monotonically
as we look at PCBM molecules farther away from the interface, a result that is well-explained
by the lower dielectric of P3HT.
Reflecting on the competing influences of electrostatic environment and molecular dis-
order in determining the interfacial band structure, we observe in PPV that the interfacial
disorder seems to have no effect on the energy levels of PPV, but that electronic polarization
effects do create a significant pressure for charge separation. In contrast, P3HT shows the
impact of disorder on the hole energies, as the gas phase calculations show a significant de-
crease of the hole energy levels near the interface, promoting charge separation. Nonetheless,
this effect is washed out by inclusion of the electrostatic environment - in both systems envi-
ronmental electrostatics dominate the interfacial band structure in a manner that promotes
charge separation.
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Figure 5: The normalized inverse participation ratios (NIPR) for the holes states in the
electron-donating polymers being considered, PPV and P3HT. The NIPR was computed for
each system with the environment treated as vacuum (red); static point charges (blue); and as
static point charges with Drude particles (green). In PPV (left), the extent of delocalization
of the hole states shows little influence from the interface, irregardless of the environmental
treatment. In P3HT (right), the hole states are more localized near the interface than the
bulk, with this effect strengthening as the environment is treated with greater sophistication.
ach point has been averaged from 102 calculations and has a standard deviation of 0.01. The
distances are resolved by binning each molecule into a layer and using the average distance
from the interface of that layer.
Hole Delocalization
In this study we are also interested in examining how the interface affects delocalization in
the hole electronic states. One common method of doing this is by looking at the HOMO of
the neutral polymer species.17,72,73 However, this measure neglects orbital relaxation, causing
the hole to appear over-delocalized. Herein, we employ the normalized inverse participation
ratio (NIPR), which counts the effective fraction of the polymer a hole state is spread over.









Where Pi is the population on each site of the hole state, which in this case is taken as the
charge on each monomer within the polymer. This per-monomer population is computed as
the difference in the Mulliken populations for the cationic and neutral forms of the polymer.
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The NIPR ranges between two extremes. For a model polymer in which the hole is equally
distributed over N sites, each with population 1
N
, NIPR=1, the hole is distributed over the
entire polymer. For a polymer in which the hole is entirely localized on 1 site, NIPR= 1
N
,
reflecting the fact that the hole occupies only a small part of the polymer.
We compute the NIPR in the per-monomer basis instead of the per-atom basis because
the per-atom basis results in sites with negative populations due to inductive effects and
instabilities in the construction of Mulliken charges. The per-monomer treatment taken
here has no negative-population sites, assuring us that the Mulliken populations used are
reasonably accurate.
The average NIPR values for the hole states per layer are shown in Figure 5. NIPR data
for the electron states in the polymers is in the SI.
As anticipated, PPV shows little sensitivity to the interface - the NIPR does not change
as we approach the interface. The P3HT analysis shows a very different situation. Hole states
in P3HT that are nearer to the interface are more localized. This arises from interfacially-
induced disorder that causes a form of Anderson localization and has been observed in
theoretical studies on P3HT in vacuo.44,74
As we compare different levels of environmental electrostatics, some interesting results
accrue. For PPV, adding static point charges has a negligible effect - the NIPR remains
constant and shows that the hole is localized on around 40% of the polymer. Drude particles
dramatically localize the hole state to around two-thirds of the prior extent. In contrast,
P3HT shows a change of a much smaller magnitude. Improved treatment of the electronic
environment increases the degree of interfacial localization, but at most this only reduces
the hole size around 20%. The starkly different responses of these two materials to Drude
particles suggests that the hole delocalization of disordered materials may be well-described
without resorting to use of a polarizable environment, but this result may not be general.
These results are in concordance with our earlier interpretation of the band diagrams in
Figure 4. PPV shows little structural impact from the interface, with the hole being equally
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delocalized near the interface and far away. There is, however, a significant dielectric con-
finement effect, wherein the 1
L
dependence on the Born solvation energy squeezes the hole,
increasing its kinetic energy. As inferred above, P3HT’s conjugation is disrupted near the in-
terface, causing the observed destabilization of interfacial holes in the gas phase calculations.
Although dielectric confinement effects increase the magnitude of the interfacial localization
as observed in Figure 5, the expected destabilization of interfacial holes does not appear in
the band structure, as the impact of this structural disorder on the holes is washed out by
the improved dielectric solvation of the PCBM domain.
Conclusion
In this study we analyze the impact of electrostatic effects and realistic disorder in simulations
of BHJ interfaces. As we treat the environment with more sophistication, we observe that
the band structure near the interface changes. The band gap narrows considerably for
all molecules under consideration and substantial dependence on the interfacial distance
develops due to interactions with a physically-realistic polarizable environment. For PPV,
the interface causes little disorder, so that the final interfacial band shape emerges entirely
from environmental electrostatics and shows a substantial pressure for charge separation. In
P3HT, the interfacial chains are more disordered, localizing the hole states and raising their
energies. The impact on the band structure, however, disappears when we account for the
environment.
With regards to the controversy over whether electrostatic or delocalization effects are
primary in understanding charge separation, what we observe herein suggests that interfacial
disorder can indeed significantly lower the extent of the hole wavefunction. This effect is
augmented by the inclusion of a sophisticated environment, but the environment itself also
has an effect on the interfacial band structure that goes in the opposites direction of, and
typically is stronger than, interfacial localization.
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When one considers OPV device design, there are many competing heuristics to balance.
The results here suggest that one should give precedence to electrostatic environment consid-
erations over interfacial disorder considerations when optimizing BHJ performance. Indeed,
recent experimental devices incorporating a high-dielectric dopant into BHJs have found
that despite this dopant introducing disorder into the system, the dielectric effect dominates
and can be used to improve efficiencies.75
Future work dedicated to understanding how these effects manifests themselves in novel
high-efficiency BHJ devices such as PTB7-PCBM would be of value.76 Additionally, much of
the discussion on using charge delocalization to understand CT state separation is focused on
delocalization in the acceptor domain between multiple fullerenes.24,32 Given our access to a
realistically-disordered fullerene phase with a polarizable environment, such an investigation
would be quite feasible. Finally, the systems we investigate here are still very ordered, with
both the donor and acceptor phases merely perturbed from their crystalline geometries. A
more realistically disordered system is less amenable to analysis, but would more completely
describe the disorder found in real systems.
Supporting Information
Details on the construction of the Drude models, the IPR values, density of states plots, and
forcefield parameters.
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